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Abstract- In this study, design and characteristics of a
circularly-polarized (CP), CPW-fed monopole antenna is
presented. This antenna operates in the ISM and WLAN
bands. To improve isolation, a new configuration in
microstrip antenna arrays is applied. The antenna has a

compact aperture size of 20 x 20 mm2 which is simulated on
FR4 substrate with dielectric constant of4.4 and thickness of
I mm. Results indicate that the return loss of this antenna is
lower than -10 dB in 2.2-8.0 GHZ band. In addition. the
antenna with a 3-dB axial ratio has the bandwidths of 36Yo

and l7o/o for lower (2150-3100MH2) and upper (5f5(M100
MHz) bands, respectively. The results of this investigation
can be used to optimize the design of mulfiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) communications.

Index Terms- Circularly polarized antenna, ISM and
WLAN birnds, MIMO.

For the first time, dual band circularly polarized

ryonopgle antenna is proposed using microstrip feed
shaped line which presented a novel compact planar square
monopole antenna with a polygon shaped patch and a

rectangular shaped ground plane. From the related
simulation results, this designed monopole antenna can

lchigve relatively wide antenna design. The main goal of
the design is to create antenna with ipecial characteristic,
broadband circular polarization and low impedance
matching. The success of the design of a circularly
polarized antenna depends mainly on whether the 3-dB
axial-ratio (AR) band is entirely enclosed by the l0*dB
retumJoss band. Therefore, thi main chalienee in the
design procedure focuses on how the circul-ar-shaped
radiators improve the impedance matching and axial ratio
of the antenna. By adjusting the dimensions of the inverse
L-shaped arm and polygon-shaped radiator, circular
polarization can be created in the 2.151.10GH2 and 5150-
6 l00GHz frequency bands.

^ To.improve isolation ( | Sr, | ), which is a significant
factor in MIMO application, a nbvel structure is ploposed
and the sandwich model array is designed.

r. Intoduction

Circularly rpolarized 
antennas have widespread

applications in the wireless communication. They can
enhance the signal reception with flexible orientation,
extremely. In this regard, study on circularly polarized
antennas have been conducted by manv researches that
some of them are presented below.-

Since the transmitter and the receiver are not stable or
their operation is variable with weather conditions, circular
polarization - is desired to prevent the effects of
displacement and path loss of the antennas [1-3]. Hence,
designing a compact antenna with circular polarization is a
critical problem. Therefore, a number of designed antennas
have been proposed for circularly polarized radiation [4].
Circular polarization can be recognized by exciting trvo
orthogonal modes of equal amplitude with a 90 phase
difference. A printed antenna with the advantages ol low
cost, easy fabrication, and low profile is commonly used
for CP antenna design [-10].

MIMO technology is more attractive because of its high
spectral efficiency, good link reliability and high date rate.
Thus, a MIMO is a promising candidate for future wireless
communication systems. .It significantly increases the
performance of wireless- communication system if a
suitable antenxa deplolment in MIMO environment is in
place [6].

rr. Antenna Design
. The geometrical properties ofthe proposed antenna are

shown in Fig.l.
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Fig. 1. Geometry ofthe proposed CPW monopole antenna


